Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory has been applied to compute the intermolecular potential energy surface of the N e-CO complex. The interaction energy is found to be dominated by the first-order exchange contribution and the dispersion energy. The ab initio potential has a single minimum of em = -53.49 cm -1 at Rm = 6.34 bohr and ûm = 92.2°. The computed potential energy surface has been analytically fitted and used in converged variational calculations to generate bound rovibrational states of the :oN e-CO complex and the infrared spectrum corresponding to the simultaneous excitation of vibration and internal rotation in the CO subunit within the complex. The computed frequencies of the infrared transitions corresponding to the E -• 2, 2 -< -fl, and II -* 2 subbands are in good agreement with the experimental data (Randall, R. W., et al. Mol. Phys. 1993, 79, 1113. The observed bending combination band is assigned to the transitions from the ground state to the first excited 2 state. Frequencies of the n -A and A -* n transitions which were observed in the static cell spectrum are also reported.
I. Introduction
Theoretical and experimental studies of van der Waals complexes provide important information about weak intermo lecular forces between atoms and molecules. Van der Waals molecules built of rare gas atoms and molecules are especially interesting, since they represent the simplest case of anisotropic interactions. The spectroscopic properties of these complexes range from those of a nearly free internal rotor {e.g., Ar-H2, ref 1) to those of an anharmonic oscillator/rigid rotor {e.g., Ar-C6H6, refs 2 and 3). The complexes of CO with heavier rare gas atoms lie between the semirigid and nearly free internal rotor limits. They represent a very interesting intermediate case, where the assignments of the corresponding experimental spectra are rather difficult.
Theoretical and experimental investigations of the Ne-CO complex are scarce. To our knowledge no ab initio potential is available for this system. Until recently, experimental studies of Ne-CO were restricted to bulk and transport properties: second virial coefficients,4,5 viscosity,6 diffusion coefficients, and thermal diffusion factors.7 These data were analyzed by using simple isotropic potentials. In 1993 Randall et a/.8
reported an experimental study of the infrared spectrum of Ne-CO corresponding to the simultaneous excitation of vibration and internal rotation of the CO subunit within the complex. Part of the recorded spectrum could be assigned by fitting the observed transition frequencies to a near-symmetric-rotor expression for the energy levels. The next step toward a full understanding of the dynamics of Ne-CO involves an analysis of the experimental data using a realistic potential energy surface, e.g., from ab initio calculations.
In the present paper we report symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) calculations of the potential energy surface for Ne-CO and dynamical calculations of the positions and intensities of lines in the infrared spectrum of the complex corresponding to the simultaneous excitation of vibration and internal rotation of the CO subunit within the complex. The (2) [16] [17] [18] [19] E HF int . (10) . (10) .(2 0)
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As shown in Table 1 , the convergence in terms of the intramolecular correlation is very good for the electrostatic, firstorder exchange and induction energies, and the approximations given by eqs 5-7 should be accurate within a few percent. The convergence of the many-body perturbation expansion of the dispersion energy is only moderately fast. However, the results of refs 28 and 29 suggest that the contribution of terms of the order higher than the second (n > 3) should represent at worst a few percent of the total dispersion energy.
B. Computational Details. The intermolecular potential energy surface for the Ne-CO system, where CO is kept rigid, can be naturally described in the Jacobi coordinates (/?,#), where R is the distance from the center of mass of CO to the Ne atom, and û is the angle between the vector pointing from the center of mass of CO to Ne and the vector pointing from the carbon to the oxygen atom. Calculations have been performed for five intermolecular distances R ranging from R = 5 bohr to R = 10 bohr and seven equidistant angles û from û = 0° to û = 180°. In addition, potential energy curves for û = 15°, 75°, 105°, and 165° have been computed. In total, we calculated 55 points on the surface. In all calculations the bond length of CO was fixed at its experimental equilibrium value, i.e., r(CO) = 2.132 bohr. For the neon atom we used a [5s4p3d2f] basis set. The core-valence part of this basis consisted of the cc-pVDZ basis of Woon and Dunning30,31 with the most diffuse s exponent (0.4869) left uncontracted. For the diffuse part we selected an even-tempered set optimized for the cc-pVTZ basis. 32 We augmented this basis with s orbitals with exponents 0.1133 and 0.033 94, p orbitals (0.0918 and 0.025 52), d orbitals (0.386 and 0.135 95), and f orbitals (1.084 and 0.461 89) (see Table  III of ref 32) . For the CO monomer we used the [8s5p3d 1 f/ 8s5p3dlf] basis set of Diercksen and Sadlej33 optimized for dipole and quadrupole properties of this molecule. The spherical form of the polarization functions has been used (five d functions and seven f functions). In order to fully account for the chargeoverlap effects all calculations have been done by using the full dimer basis set.
All calculations have been performed with the SAPT system of codes.34 In addition, long-range induction and dispersion coefficients corresponding to the multipole-expanded induction3^ and dispersion energies10 have been computed at the same level of theory and with the same basis sets by means of the Polcor package.36,37 These coefficients have been subsequently used in the analytical fits of the induction and dispersion energies. We used the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise correction to elimi nate the basis set superposition error from the supermolecular Hartree-Fock calculations.38 C. Analytical Potential Fits. The different contributions to the interaction energy, as computed by SAPT, exhibit different radial dependence, and each component of the interaction energy can be fitted separately. The fitting procedure adopted in the present work was the same as in our previous papers.11,12 Below, we give only a short summary. For the details we refer the reader to ref 12. We performed separate fits of the sum of short-range
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where the parameters a(£>). /?o(#). and R) (ïï) were repre- Note that we use atomic units for the energy, as well as for the distance.
The induction component Ei2)ü(R,û) was represented by the sum of the damped multipole expansion and an exponential function (the latter representing the short-range charge-overlap contribution to the induction energy39-41
The induction constants for a given û are defined by
where Cl n inJ are standard long-range induction coefficients as defined in ref 35. The coefficients Cl n ind were computed ab initio in the same basis set and at the level of theory corresponding to the fitted function E{ R ,û ) . We assumed the damping function f n(R\b) in the Tang-Toennies form 42 Similarly as in the case of the Es}wn component, the fitted parameters ß ind(ü), R'^iû), and ftind(û) were represented by series in Legendre polynomials. The analytical representation of the dispersion energy was the same as of the induction term, eq 14, with the induction constants Cnjn(j{û) replaced by the dispersion constants C,U d¡sP{ü)-The long-range dispersion coefficients were again computed ab initio in the same basis set and at the level of theory corresponding to the fitted function Ed¡lp(R,ú). The damping function was also assumed in the Tang-Toennies form.
In all fits the agreement between computed and fitted points was very good: typical deviations are of the order of 0.5% and-except for the region where the potential vanishes-the error did nowhere exceed 1%. We have not tabulated all the fit parameters; a Fortran program that generates the analytical Ne-CO potential can be requested by e-mail from avda@ theochem.kun.nl.
III. Features of the Potential Energy Surface
The computed potential energy surface for Ne-CO reveals a single minimum of = -53.49 cm-1 corresponding to the T-shape geometry of the complex (Rm = 6.34 bohr and ûm = 92.2°). The total interaction energy and its dominant compo nents {E¿hon, E\Ij, and E[ d-sp) for R = 7 bohr and varying û are shown in Figure 1 . An inspection of Figure 1 shows that the short-range energy and the dispersion energy are two major contributions to the interaction potential determining its ani sotropy. The induction energy is much less important for û < 120° but shows a strong anisotropy for larger û. Obviously, the dispersion and induction components favor the linear Ne-CO geometry. However, the short-range energy (dominated by the exchange energy, cf. Table 1 ) behaves, to a good ap proximation, in an opposite manner to E( d-sp 4-E^ld and shows a stronger anisotropy. Consequently, the position of the minimum is determined by the anisotropy of the exchangerepulsion term. In Figure 1 we also report the angular scan of the potential energy surface in the region of the van der Waals minimum. An inspection of this figure shows that the potential is rather flat as function of the angle for û < 120° and shows a high barrier to internal rotation of the CO subunit around û = 180°.
This strongly suggests that the CO monomer in the complex will behave like a hindered rotor.
To investigate the importance of the anisotropic contributions to the potential in various regions of the configuration space it is useful to expand it as a series in Legendre polynomials
where V is the sum of contributions in eqs 12 and 14 and the dispersion equivalent of eq 14. The expansion coefficients V/(/?) can be easily evaluated numerically by the use of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The advantage of the expansion (16) is that it shows explicitly the anisotropy of the potential, the term with / = 0 being the isotropic potential. In order to establish the importance of various anisotropic terms at various R, we report in Figure 2 Potential Energy Surface and IR Spectrum of Ne-CO J. Phys. Chem. A, Voi. 101, No. 26, 1997 4693 and a closer analysis shows that higher anisotropic terms are also important, and in order to obtain converged results for û varying from 0° to 180°, one has to sum up all terms up to and including / = 14. At the minimum this expansion approximates the total energy within 1 %. The fact that we need to go to this high order in I also suggests that the rotations of the CO subunit within the dimer will be hindered.
As discussed in the Introduction, the transport data of the Ne-CO mixtures could be analyzed in terms of simple isotropic potentials,6 7 so it is interesting to compare these potentials with the ab initio isotropic potential. The empirical potential fitted7 to the diffusion data and second virial coefficients has a minimum of €om = -43.09 c m '1 at Rom = 6.36 bohr, and crosses zero at o = 5.77 bohr. These values do not compare favorably with the parameters of the ab initio isotropic potential: €om --34.42 cm-1, Rom = 7.16 bohr, and o = 6.43 bohr. Since our full ab initio potential reproduces very well43 the measured second virial coefficients,4-5 it seems that the isotropic potential derived in ref 7 is an effective potential and represents a poor approximation to the true isotropic potential. By contrast, our values of €om and o agree rather well with the scaling parameters = -36.09 cm-1 and o¡j = 6.16 bohr for Ne-CO, applied in the analysis of the viscosity data using the extended law of corresponding states.6
IV. Outline of the Dynamical Calculations
Depending on the strength of the anisotropy in the interaction potential, nuclear motions in weakly bound van der Waals The allowed dipole transitions between the states of the complex can be deduced from an analysis of the expression for the transition intensity, and it follows easily that the observed dipole transitions must obey the following rigorous selection rules: |AJ| = 1, Aa = 0 or AJ = 0, |Aa| = 2. Since the K quantum number is nearly conserved, an additional approximate selection rule should hold: |AÄ] = 0, 1.
The wave functions for the initial and final states obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian of eq 17 can be used to compute the infrared absorption intensities for the complex. The infrared absorption coefficient / ( / " / ' -* i'f) for the transition i"J" -■ ■ i 'f is proportional to. exp( E ¿"q jkBT*j Z(T) (E > I i'f) (19) where E J h, denotes the energy of the ith state of Ne-COU') labeled by 7, Z{T) is the partition function, the line strength is given by
and (xm is the spherical component of the vibrational transition dipole of the CO monomer.
V. Bound States and Infrared Spectrum of N e-CO
In Table 2 we report the energy levels of the 2()Ne-CO complex for J < 9. The ground state of 2()Ne-CO is bound by 34.15 cm-1. Also presented in this table is the labeling of the van der Waals states with the K quantum number. As we discussed above, the K quantum number is nearly conserved, and the van der Waals states can be described by the S, n , etc.
labels. As discussed in section III, the anisotropy of the Ne-CO potential in the region of the van der Waals minimum is relatively strong, so it is interesting to see if the energy levels of Ne-CO can be approximately labeled with the j quantum
number. An analysis of the dominant contributions of the angular functions labeled by j to the wave function for a given J suggests that j is strongly mixed by the anisotropic interaction.
This confirms again that the CO subunit in the complex behaves as a hindered rotor.
Since the rovibrational states of Ne-CO reveal a hindered rotor behavior, it may be interesting to see the contour plots of the corresponding wave functions. In Figure 3a we depict the contour plot of the anisotropic potential, while in Figure 3b we report the contour plot of the ground-state wave function. The ground-state wave function shows a single maximum, fairly close to the position of the minimum in the potential but slightly shifted to larger R, cf., Figure 3a . The state is rather localized in the van der Waals stretch coordinate R. The expectation value (R) is 6.87 bohr, which is not far from the minimum of the interaction potential {Rm = 6.34 bohr). In the angular coordinate û the state is more delocalized, especially toward the smaller values of û. This may be seen from the spread in angles: the minimum value is 92.2°, the value arccos(Pi(cos tf)) obtained from (P\) is 68.32°, and the value arccos[(2(P2(cos #)) + 1)/ 3]1/2 obtained from (P2) is 57.09°.
The infrared transition frequencies for the 2()Ne-CO complex are reported in Tables 3-11 (see also Figure 4 for graphical illustrations of the spectra at T = 2 K and T = 50 K). Since we assumed that the CO vibration is decoupled from the intermolecular modes, the transition frequencies were computed from the formula A E U " -f ) = £ƒ), -E J ; , 0 + ß ,(0 ) (21) where ßi(0) = 2143.2712 cm-1 50 is the frequency of the CO stretching fundamental.
An inspection of Table 3 shows that the agreement of theoretical transition frequencies for the 2 -* Z subband with the results of high-resolution measurements is very good. Since the 2 -* 2 transitions probe mainly the isotropic potential and its dependence on r(CO), the level of agreement presented in Table 3 suggests that the isotropic part of the ab initio potential is accurate. Small discrepancies of the order of 0.07 cm "1 may 0 A is the absolute error of the transition frequencies computed from the ab initio potential. The numbers in parentheses are absolute errors of the transition frequencies computed from the scaled potential. " A is the absolute error of the transition frequencies computed from the ah initio potential. The numbers in parentheses are absolute errors of the transition frequencies computed from the scaled potential. A is the absolute error of the transition frequencies computed from the ab initio potential. The numbers in parentheses are absolute errors of the transition frequencies computed from the scaled potential. " A is the absolute error of the transition frequencies computed from the ab initio potential. The numbers in parentheses are absolute errors of the transition frequencies computed from the scaled potential. be due to the implicit use of the Ne-CO(v = 0) potential for the CO(¿/ = 1) state in the bound state calculations.
Comparison of the theoretical and experimental frequencies of transitions between the 2 and n states are presented in Tables  4-7 . Here too, the agreement between theory and experiment is rather good. Most of the line positions agree within 0.1 -0.3 cm-1 or better. Since the 2 -* n and n -* 2 transitions probe mainly the even anisotropic terms in the Legendre expansion of the interaction potential in eq 16 the results reported in Tables 4-7 show that the anisotropy of the ab initio potential is not entirely correct. The basis sets used in our SAPT calculation neglected the functions of g and higher symmetry. This neglect may affect both the dispersion energy and the firstorder exchange-repulsion. It is not surprising, then, that the agreement with experiment is somewhat less satisfactory.
Since the results for the 2 -2 transitions suggest that the potentials for Ne-CO(¿> = 0) and Ne-CO(v = 1) are slightly different, we repeated bound-state calculations using two potentials corresponding to the v = 0 and v = 1 states of CO.
The potential for Ne-CO(i/ = 1) was obtained by scaling the parameter cxo by 0.9999 (cf. eq 13). In addition, to improve
The results computed from the two scaled surfaces for the £ the agreement with the experimental transition frequencies for -1 * 2 transitions are presented in Table 3 in parentheses. An the 'Z -* FI and n -* 2 transitions we scaled in both potentials
Ob by a factor 1.015. The scaling parameters were chosen to reproduce the J fl bands.
0 -J = 1 transitions in the 2 -* 2 and 2 inspection of Table 3 shows that this scaling greatly improves the agreement between theory and experiment and supports our conclusion that the potential for Ne-CO(^ = 1) is slightly different from the one for Ne-CO(y = 0). Similar results for Here too, the agreement with the experiment is greatly improved (by an order of magnitude or better). The absolute error of the theoretical transition frequencies is of the order of 0.05 cm-1.
It is worth noting that we did not attempt to fit systematically the potential to the experimental spectrum but simply checked if by a simple scaling we could obtain better agreement with experiment.
Randall et al* also reported observations of an additional band in the region of 2151 cm-1 which was tentatively assigned as a bending combination band. The results of the theoretical calculations corresponding to this region presented in Table 8 show that this band corresponds to transitions from the ground 2 state of Ne-CO(i/ = 0) to the first excited Z state of Ne-CO(v = 1). Also for this band the agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory (within 0.2 cm-1), and the scaling reduces the absolute error by a factor of 10. Having the assignment for the observed bending combination band it is interesting to check whether the final states in this band can indeed be considered as bending states. In Figure 5a we present the plot of the wave function for the excited 2 state with 7 = 0. An inspection of this figure shows that the wave function for this state has a nodal surface almost parallel to the R axis. Hence, the first excited 2 state can be considered as a bending vibrational state of the complex. It is interesting to note that the second excited 2 state cannot be associated with a simple bending/stretch mode. Figure 5b shows that the bending and stretch excitations are heavily mixed for this state.
Our computed spectrum at 50 K shows that additional transitions not reported in ref 8 should be observed in the static cell spectrum. These additional transitions will correspond (among others) to the excited 2 -* ground 2 transitions and to n -A and A -* fl subbands. The corresponding transition frequencies computed from the scaled potential are reported in Tables 9-11 . These data will be useful in assigning portions of the experimental spectrum in the region of 2133-2139 and 2149-2154 cm-1.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
The interaction potential energy surface of the Ne-CO complex has been calculated for a broad range of configurations by the use of symmetry-adapted perturbation theory. From our calculations we extracted functions describing the separate components of the interaction energy. Using the computed potential energy surface we have generated bound rovibrational states and the infrared spectrum of the Ne-CO complex corresponding to the simultaneous excitation of the vibratior and hindered rotation of the CO molecule within the dimer. Variational characterization of the rovibrational states revealed a ground state of 20Ne-CO with a dissociation energy of 34.15 cm-1 and several rotationally excited states of the complex. The computed frequencies of the infrared transitions corresponding to the 2 -* 2, 2 -* FI, and n -* 2 subbands are in good agreement with the experimental data.s Still a minor improve ment in the agreement between theory and experiment could be achieved by adjusting the anisotropy of the exchangerepulsion energy and by making the Ne-CO (v = 1) potential slightly different from the Ne-CO (v = 0) potential. Our calculations assigned the observed bending combination band to the transitions from the ground Z state to the first excited 2 state. In addition, frequencies of the FI -* A and A -1 -n transitions observed in the static cell spectrum were predicted.
